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ELECTRICAL LOSSES AND RESISTANCE OF C'OGENIC INDUCTORS WITH
CONSIDERATION OF THE EFFECT OF MAGNETORESISTANCE

* A. I. Bertinov, B. L. Aliyevskiy, A. G. Sherstyuk,
* V. L. Orlov, G. P. Alabin

(Moscow)

A semigraphical method of calculating the electrical
losses and resistance of round induction coils made of
especially high purity metals (hyperconductors) - aluminum,
beryllium, copper - with cryogenic cooling was developed.,
The peculiarity of the calculation is that it considers
the effect of magnetoresistance. It uses the experimental
values of the specific electrical resistance of the metals

* depending on the value of the induction of the transverse
magnetic field at a constant low temperature. The experi-
mental data are approximated by polynomials.4...._ý

S Calculated formulae are given, and graphic dependences.

*are illustrated. 6 illustrations, 1 table, 6 references.

.Along with'superconductors, ini order to raise the technicoeconcmic

* indices of electrical devices, it is expedient to use hyperoonduators

-especially high purity metals - with cryogenic cooling. The strong

magnetic field inductors created with them are used in power engin.-
eering and physical equipment 11-3]1, and the use of hyperconductors

in LEP Lelectric power transmission line] is being considered, (4].

At low (cryogenic) teinepratures,,the specific resistance of hyper-'

conductors is several orders of magnitude lower than-at 293 K (1, 4).
* The effect of transverse (or longitudinal) magnetic field3 increases,

P,1
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the specific resistance because of the magnetic-resistive effect [1].

In general, the dependence of the resistance on the magnetic field

induction is nonlinear and is typically manifested during deep cool-

ing. For individual pure metals (Al, Na), we see a decrease in the

slope of this dependence - "saturation" - at particular values of the

* induction and temperature. The calculation of the active resistance

and losses of a cryogenic inductor must be made with consideration

*" of the indicated factors. At present, the use of pure aluminum

cooled tc the temperature'of liquid hydrogen is promising. It is

"-" interesting to calculate a cryogenic inductor based on other metals:

beryllium, copper, etc. For beryllium, for example, it is expedient

"to use liquid nitrogen for cooling; this is much simpler than using

hydrogen cooling. Copper is used as a stabilizing base in super-

conducting systems.

We will consider a method of determining the electrical losses

and resistance of a coil with a rectangular cross section in the

meridional plane with consideration of the effect of magnetoresistance

caused by the transverse plane meridional field of the coil. The

specific details of the calculation include an essentially nonuniform
A, distribution (within the limits of the transverse cross section) of

the radial Br and axial Bz induction components. The temperature

field inside the winding is considered to be uniform. This condition

is considered to be feasible with the appropriate selection of the

"temperature conditions - a large enough number of cooling channels,

a large coolant flow rate, a moderate current density.

We will point out that the presence of local heating points

lowers the overall efficiency of the inductor, while at. high current

densities it can lead to the uncontrollable avalance-liku* spreading

of a region with an inadmissible temperature and the subsequent de-

struction of the solenoid The strict substantiation of the selection

of the cooling conditions and the current density is the subject of

S -. a separate problem of heat conductivity and heat transfer ina cryo-

genic inductor.

The original system for the calculated expressions contains the
4.2



following relationships:

electrical, losses
RZb

P - . 2rdr(1)

electrical resistance

"R"-PI (2)

and the dependence of the specific electrical resistance p on the

modulus of the .nduction vector B and temperature T

P .N+ Ai (T) B(. (3)
2t|

Here RB, RH, b - the internal and external radii of the coil

cross section and its width (the axial coordinate of the end); I,

- the current and current density (the azimuthal value is used);

P. the specific resistance at B = 0; Ai(T), '*.(T) - the coefficients

and exponents of the polynomial terms which depend on the inductor

conductor material at a fixed temperature. The function p(B.T) is

taken in the form of a generalized polynomial' (3).

The substitution of (3) in (1) gives us

Rx b Rw b

P =2a S ?j~rd:dr + 2.z Ai (T) B~q'frdzdr. (4)i

For the case of a constant averaged over the cross section of

the current'density ].-lw/S (w, S- the number of successively

connected turns and the transverse cross section of the coil), based

a.

'*on (2), (4), we have•

P. ..
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I

R = ul'poVkS-2- -- .u,2RS3kS-" , Ai (T) (.Uoj.R,)6. ()6)

Here V--g[R.2 -R,']b is the volume of the coil, k, - the pulse duty

" " factor, g,4-E-.0-7 H/rn.

The coefficients u, in (5), (6) are determined by the relation-

ship

Oi vidzdr
k B*

The relative value of the induction b--yja,_

4. df,(8

14nI'

"where a [r+ '- 24cos•-+-(z--0)'10 - the distance from the observation
point (r.') to the elementary volume dV=E*4dCdq, whereupon E=ý,R.,

[. r=rR.R,. ,,,'z/R, - the radial and axial coordinates,R,=RiR,,bbR.

The dimensionless analogs' B,8,IR-idem,t BB,,u4,R,--ide,, of
the induction components Br, Bz of geometrically similar coils are

identical at the similar points ;.=const. :=Cons.

Integrating (8), (9) with respect to g and • we obtain the
cdiculated expressions for B?, B,:

* iI[
, • _ • (g p + 0,5 sin.2() sin (p " =R
a ]Cos OP -.} I 2' (10 )

* _. + IA(-. o 4*;

:" Mr ,a 1:- -a)

i1 ,, SinJ I.(P
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On the right side of (10), (11), the function with limits of inte-

gration (0, b, 1, RH) is calculated the same as

0 H

t .. ;Z rCb , z,. r. ) - (0, Rx.. r) -. (b. 1. "z, r) (0,t,:.'.;

The approximation of the experimental values-of p(B) for aluminum,

beryllium L5, 6] and copper [3], as well as aluminum A999 of domestic

production, is obtained according to (3) by the polynomial

p(B) I-o.r-p. + A,B + AH + (12)
+ AsB"I + A,B'h +I AsB + AWB +

Fc,+., (a.) 4A,8s + AJB.

i --The form of the approximating poly-

/ -nomial (12), which corresponds to

- - -the nature oft ttyeexperimental data,

was established- by preliminary cal-

- - -culations. The- table gives the

Icoefficients- A-j-calculated by. the

method of-the- least squares' on
a "Nairi-2" computer for aluminum,

Fig. 1. KEY: (1) Ohmsom. beryllium and copper at different

temperatures. The deviation of the

Table.

I -

"O. .•- m j1,41 I '. • KEY: (1) Material.

c;"-2 - I : - 2 - (2) Aluminum.. "(3) Beryllium..
A#...."~ (4) Copper.-

"5.0 I 2J1 30.0 . 1 2I (5) Ohmsem.-. -. -. -. . - o - - (6) lFor copper.
A, .i012 0.886! -55,26 -277.7 -49,00 121.6 0 0 0 0 _

A,.1jIO 4.021! 66,99 662,4 .36.02 --32.30 0 0 0 0 .. .
As. I0'2 -- 3,778 -27.17 -529,3 229,8 -W3, 0 0. 0 0 "•
A,.1o01 -10,86 -15,17 149.0 -269,8 399,8 0 0 0 1t
As. 1012 43.30 62,78 80,35 212,8 -140,6 1251 047j 1504 approximating depen-
.4,.IM'2 -18.52 -21.82 -43.77 -M6.90 32.05 913,5 1074 468 . 7j .. • dences from the
.A,.10'* 3.680 M W ,612 9.545 8,901 -6.852 0 o 0 -
A,.Io1 -- 0.2629 .-0.2247 ---0.75C3n -4.5467 0.6.5941 o +) , experimental values

a l I 0-, 0' 5 is 1-3%. Figure'1
.. ' . V0 I4S.:•- shows the results.

of the experi~mental
.determinat jon of

jS



p(B) for a short specimen of wire with a diameter of 1.93.10-3 m made

of aluminum A999 of domestic manufacture at a temperature of 4.5 K

(the points in Fig. 1) and the approximating dependence (solid line)

calculated according to (12) with the coefficients from the table.

q~ W

Fig. 2. Dependences of 9,(R.,~ solid Fig. 3. Dependences Of • ")(solid
lines) and (broken lines) lines) and (broken lines)
on on h

The integrals in 7, (10) and (11') were calculated by the

Gaussian numerical method on a "Nairi-2" computer. It was established

from the preliminary calculations that the required precision of the
.calculations of coefficients Aj with consideration of the Ipossibilities

of' graphic plotting is provided by ten interpolation points in

integrals (10), (11), and sixteen Points (for each of the two symmet-
rical parts of the coil) in expression (7). The results of the

numerical processing are given In Figures 2-5. in the form of the
family of dependences of (s(R.) on b.

Thus, the procedaire for calculating the-eletrical losses and
active resistance of a cryogenic inductor consists of the following%

theacoefficients Aj are taken from the table (or preliminary oalcui

lations) for. the coil material according to the working temperature;

6



the coefficients 0, are determined from the family of curves in

Fig. 2 based on the assigned parameters of tha inductor R., b;

the calculation of the electrical losses P and resistance R is made

using formulae (5), (6) according to the geometric dimensions of the

inductor, the number of turns w, the current density i, the pulse

duty factor k, and the established values of Ai, o

IMA 0

V ..

'- /W/e 'A ' '

• 4s .1 0a4U00

Fig. 4. Dependences of O0(R, Fig. 5. 'Dependences of, 07(R-)
(solid lines) and %.(., (broken (solid lines) and , (broken
lines) on . lines) on

Because of the anticipated divergence of the experimental values
of p(B) for the same material, but different short specimens because
of technological and other factors, it is recommended that the coef-

ficients Ai of the polyncmial (12) be determined in each specific

case based on the experimental data. Along with the exponents V,

the family of functions 0(R.),which depend on -he relative geometry

of the inductor, is universal.

As an illustration of the developed method, Fig. 6 gives the

results of 'the experimental investigation1 (the points in Fig. 6) and
1With the help of G. G. Svalov, the experimental point's O,( and volt-ampere chart-
acteristic of the inductor were obtained by I. P. Radchenko, G. M. Sitnikova,
and S. S. Salomakhin.



calculation (solid line) of a cryogenic solenoid made of aluminum

wire (aluminum A999, Fig. 1 and table) with the parameters RB = 1.1 cm,

RH 3.56 cm (-A ia/R,-- 3.24), b = 4 cm (b/RB 3 .6 4 ), w = 124,

ko, 3.37. The winding layers were separated by axial cooling

" /0,Schannels . 1.mm high. The experiments were

R.j a I conducted in a cryostat with liquid helium
i1o. T• ~4.2 K). The difference in the cal-

Ic~ulated and experimental data can be explained

by the instability of -B) over the length!i'f
4 0 j of the winding. According to Fig. 6, the

:1(A): effect of the natural magnetic field at a
SIf(A)l current of I = 350 A leads to approximately

O 41 / 260 A#i a six-fold increase in the resistance R

Fig. 6. KEY: (1) Ohms. and the losses P of the coil., The simplified

top estimate of the effect of magnetoresis-

tance in which p is considered to be constant for the entire coil

and 'is determined from the dependence p(5 based on the maximum induc-

tion m.. of, the solenoid in the case in question at I = 350 A and

B...m 0.96 T gives us a one and a half-fold increase in the resis-

tance over the actual value.

Conclusions. 1. The developed method of c-Iculating the electrical
losses and resistance of tne winding of a cryogenic inductor with

consideration of the magnetoresistance effect makes it possible to

consider the effect of the magnetic field on the resistance of the

coil and its losses.

2. The possibility of the approximation of the experimental,

dependence p(B) by exponentibl polynomials of the form (12) with

sufficient precision was shown.

3. The above method is recommended for use by engineers when

designing cryogenic inductcrs,

Received
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